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We describe how kink dynamics in a weakly stochastic, nonlinear ifJ4 model can be understood by 
means of different analytical approaches. We first show how usual decompositions of the ifJ4 chain ex-
citations into translation, internal-oscillation, and phonon modes are valid up to a certain time that 
depends on the noise strength. By means of this decomposition we study the effects of dynamical 
disorder in the system on soliton propagation. The pinning of a kink on an unperturbed-perturbed 
boundary is considered in the adiabatic approximation. We then compute how the radiation gener-
ated by the kink absorbs energy in a resonant way from the noise at times later than the validity 
limit of our approximation. We conclude with a discussion of our findings and some comments on 
open questions and further extensions of this work. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, nonlinear science has received more 
and more attention from researchers from different fields 
and under different viewpoints, either theoretical, numer-
ical, or experimental. The first two ways to study these 
problems are indeed closely related, and this relation-
ship has been one of the most important reasons for the 
rapid development and achievement of new results.1 No 
less important is the subsequent comparison of the prop-
erties of nonlinear models to the real systems that are 
supposedly described by them; though nonlinear exper-
imental works are still not so numerous as analytical or 
numerical are, their importance is growing quite rapidly, 
mainly in condensed matter physics.2 In fact, condensed 
matter physics is the field where non linear models have 
found the greatest number of applications in a very nat-
ural form, and also where the interaction between theory 
and numerics has been most fruitful. 
Among the plethora of possible nonlinear models, non-
linear Klein-Gordon equations often arise in dealing with 
topics ranging from Josephson-junction theory to quasi-
one-dimensional conductors or magnetic compounds.3 ,4 
Practically all these applications profit from the large 
amount of previous work on either the sine-Gordon equa-
tion or the tjJ4 equation. While the former is integrable, 
the latter is not. In considering ideal systems, this is 
not so important, because both systems are rather well-
known and analytical approaches are quite feasible. How-
ever, integrability makes a real difference when the prob-
lem of inhomogeneities, disorder, or unpredictable fluc-
tuations of the system is taken into account. Theoretical 
tools for that kind of problems are currently available for 
the study of perturbations of the sine-Gordon and other 
integrable systems (see Ref. 5 for a complete review of 
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such techniques), but this is not so for tjJ4 models, where 
methods are few and are, in many cases, particularly de-
signed for each problem. 
In this work we are concerned with a disordered ver-
sion of the tjJ4 model. The tjJ4 model was first proposed 
by Aubry6 and by Krumhansl and Schrieffer7 to describe 
displacive and order-disorder transitions in solids, mainly 
magnetic compounds. Later on, Rice and Timonen8 sug-
gested that it could also serve as phenomenological model 
for polymers, and in fact it actually resembles the real 
system. 9 These pioneering works6,7 studied both the dy-
namics and statistical mechanics of the tjJ4 chain and 
showed that, in a good approximation, it could be con-
sidered as an ideal gas of kinks and phonons. This de-
composition came out from the linearized equation for 
the chain excitations and its eigenfunctions, and became 
the most frequently used instrument in this problem, 
since similar works on the sine-Gordon model by Fo-
gel et al.lO and Eilenberger.11 The joint application of 
this procedure and the collective coordinates treatment 
of McLaughlin and Scott,12 (see also Ref. 13) that con-
sidered kinks as point particles proved very fruitful. The 
next advances were done in the comprehension of the pre-
viously neglected kink-phonon interaction14 and how is 
it related to the Brownian motion of kinks.15 The con-
cept of elementary excitations and mainly the particular 
role of the internal mode led Camp bell , Schonfeld, and 
Wingate16 to clearly establish and theoretically justify 
the previous17 numerical hints on the existence of reso-
nant long-lived, breatherlike structures in the tjJ4 chain, 
showing once more the power of combining numerical 
and analytical approaches. Finally, while almost all of 
the above-mentioned researches work mainly using the 
continuum limit of the tjJ4 model, the study of the intrin-
sically discrete effects was first (aside, of course, from nu-
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merical calculations, see Ref. 18) carried out by Combs 
and co-workers,19 who intended to improve the contin-
uum treatment to explain pinning of solitons (found by 
Currie et al. in the related sine-Gordon system20 ) and 
some other problems concerning the true kink-phonon 
interaction. 
Different forms of perturbations of the pure 4J4 model 
have been also studied in recent years because of its im-
portance to comparison with real systems. Thus, Pnev-
matikos et al. introduced21 a number of generalizations 
in the chain, like external fields, dissipation, and nonlin-
ear interparticle coupling, and studied kink stability and 
the emission of radiation, while Fraggis, Pnevmatikos, 
and Economou22 considered the effect of substitutive im-
purities along the chain, and numerically showed that one 
of these was able to reflect a soliton or not, depending on 
the soliton speed. With respect to random perturbations, 
a very active field nowadays (a thorough review is given in 
Ref. 23), Collins and co-workers24 and Abdullaev and co-
workers25 did some early work on additive Langevin-like 
forces acting on kinks and related their results to the dy-
namics of domain walls in ferroelectrics. Bass, Konotop, 
and Sinitsyn studied26 the propagation of a 4J4 soli ton 
through a three-dimensional random layer. They also 
computed27 the probability distribution for the soliton 
collective coordinates in the sine-Gordon and 4J4 equa-
tions under the action of several multiplicative noises. 
Both additive and multiplicative stochastic terms were 
the subject of a recent paper by Rodriguez-Plaza and 
Vazquez 28 that extended the known results to the pertur-
batively unaccesible strong noise regime, and presented 
also analytical expressions for the probability distribu-
tion in some cases. Parrondo, Maiias, and de la Rubia29 
have gone a little further and obtained, in the context of 
a more general formalism, some predictions for nonlin-
ear Klein-Gordon systems that are valid even for small 
correlation time colored noises. It is important to no-
tice that a great amount of work is lacking in connec-
tion with randomly located inhomogeneities, which, as 
far as we know, have only been studied in the 4J4 chain 
for small-amplitude envelope solitons.3o 
The present paper is part of the current effort to un-
derstand the interaction of nonlinear waves with random 
fluctuations. Starting from some numerical results briefly 
reported in Ref. 31 (subsequently extended to other, 
more physical situations in Ref. 32), we have tried to 
achieve an analytical comprehension and to reproduce 
the features of the 4J4 model when the double well poten-
tial, after which the system is named, randomly changes 
its height in time. So, the quantities we are interested in 
will be those to be compared with the simulations, i.e., 
the kink "measurable" properties. In the next section 
we apply a perturbative formalism to describe the evolu-
tion of the kink for relatively short times, and we derive 
the expressions governing the appearance of radiation. 
In Sec.I11 we compute the contributions of each mode, 
recovering the equations for the collective coordinates. 
In Sec.lV, we discuss the physics of the corrections due 
to internal and phonon modes. Our perturbation the-
ory allows us also to treat the pinning of a kink on an 
unperturbed-perturbed boundary that has been numeri-
cally observed;32 this is shown in Sec. V. In Sec.YI we ex-
tend our study of the radiation to later times, by writing 
a linear equation for the excitations of the chain away the 
kink structure. By means of these calculations we learn 
how the radiation initially generated by the kink motion 
evolves by itself, growing in a resonant fashion so as to 
contribute to the exponential growing of the energy. At 
last, Sec.VII presents our main conclusions. 
11. SECULAR PERTURBATIVE THEORY 
The particular model that we are concerned with in 
this paper was already presented in Ref. 31. In this 
model, soli ton dynamics is governed by the following par-
tial differential equation: 
(1) 
where 4J(x, t) stands for the displacement field, and fO is 
the barrier height of the double well potential after which 
the system is named. 6 ,7,31 Fluctuations enter the model 
through fO, in the form 
fO == 1 + ~(t); (~(t» = 0, (~(t)~(tl» = 2D 6(t - t l), 
(2) 
the brackets having the usual meaning of mean values. 
Of course, were it not for the stochastic term in fO, we 
would be left with the usual, well-known 4J4 equation. 
The problem we are going to address is to describe how 
an initially unperturbed soliton with speed v, that solves 
Eq. (1) when the noise is switched off, D = 0, and whose 
expression is [with 'Y = (1 - v 2)-1/2J, 
4Jv(x,t) = tanh (~(x - vt - xo») , (3) 
evolves under the influence of the fluctuating potential. 
In fact, as the formalism we are going to present is rather 
general, we will consider the problem 
824J 824J 8t 2 - 8x2 - 4J + 4J3 = c I(x, t) R[4J], (4) 
with I(x, t) = 0 if t < 0; otherwise, I is any function, R 
is any functional of 4J, and c is an small parameter that 
can be, e.g., the noise strength ../2i5. 
What we will do now is to look for a solution of problem 
(4) in the form of an expansion in powers of c, such as23 
4J(x, t) = 4Jo(x, t) + c4Jl(X, t) + c2 4J2(X,t) + ... , (5) 
where 4Jo is a known exact solution of the unperturbed 
(c = 0) equation. We choose it to be a soliton with time 
dependent parameters of the form (c.f. the perturbation 
theory developed by McLaughlin and Scott12 ) 
x t - tanh ' ( X - z(t r) ) 4Jo( , ) - y'2[1 _ v2 ( r)] , (6) 
with 
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z(t, T) = zo( T) + 1t dT V(T), (7) 
and T = Et is a slow variable defined to stress that 
dzo/dt ~ dv/dt ~ E. The reason for this choice is both 
physical and mathematical. Physically, it reflects the fact 
that the soliton collective coordinates can be affected by 
the noise; then, the dependence on T assumes that these 
changes in the kink motion, if any, are much more slow 
than the radiation generation, represented in the terms 
tPi(Z,t). Mathematically, it will become apparent later 
that we need these free functions, as it is usually done, 
to avoid secular terms in the perturbative expansion. We 
now proceed with the calculation. For the sake of con-
venience, let us split the second-order equation (4) into 
two first-order ones: 
tPt(z, t) - v(z, t) = 0, (8) 
Vt(z, t) - tP",,,,(z, t) - tP(z, t) + tP3 (z, t) = E f(z, t) R[tP]. 
(9) 
Substitution of (5) [and a similar expansion for v(z, t)] 
into (8) and (9), and subsequent comparison of E orders, 
yields the first approximation equation (we drop for sim-
plicity the explicit dependence on z and t): 
tPl,t - 1.11 = -tPO,r, (10) 
V1,t - tPl,,,,,,, - tPl + 3tP~tPl = fez, t)R[tPo] - VO,r. (11) 
Notice that the terms tPO,r and VO,r come from the fact 
that T derivatives are one order E higher than t deriva-
tives. Correspondingly, t is considered a constant as one 
takes these derivatives (i.e., T and t are assumed to be 
independent as usually in the multiscale method34), and 
8 8v 8 8zo 8 
8T = 8T 8v - 8T 8z· (12) 
Next, we rewrite (10) and (11) in new variables, trans-
forming to a reference frame moving with the nonlinear 
wave, 
(13) 
which, within the desired accuracy, leads to 
(14) 
v 1 
Vl,t - \.12(1 _ v2) 1.11,( - 2(1 _ v2) tPl,(( 
- tPl + 34>~«)4>1 = F(t,() R[tPo«)] - VO,r, (15) 
F(t, () standing for f(t, z = z(t) + (.j2[1 - v2]) and all 
the functions depending on (t, () unless otherwise indi-
cated, like in 4>0«). Now we introduce the Fourier trans-
form in time, defined by 
- 11°O· t 4>l(W,() == ~ dt e-1W tP(t,(). 
v 211" -00 (16) 
We apply this transformation in equations (14) and (15), 
and after that, we obtain from (14) an expression for 
iI(w, () that we can substitute in (15) to get 
1 - 2iwv - 2 - 2 - 1-
- 24>(( - .j2(1 _ v2 ) 4>( - (l+w )4>+3tPo«)tP = 2.1", 
(17) 
where we have dropped subindices 1, that from now on 
will be implicitly understood, and we have called 
F(w, () == 2F(w, () R[4>o«)] - 2i1o,r - 2iw4>o,r 
2v -
+ }2(1 _ v2) 4>o,r(. (18) 
To exclude the first-order derivative in the left-hand side 
of Eq. (17), we look for a solution of it in the form 
4>(w,() == 1Pw«)exp (-i .j~::2)(). (19) 
Substituting this into Eq. (17), and recalling that 4>0«) = 
tanh (, we find 
.. (2w2 6 ) 
.,p + 1 _ v2 - 4 + cosh2 ( 1P 
- (V2WV)-=-.1"(w,()exp i.j (==r(w,(), (1 - v 2 ) (20) 
dots meaning derivative with respect to (. So, we have to 
deal with a well_known7 ,33,34 Schrodinger-like eigenvalue 
problem for the family of operators 
~ 6 2w2 
Lw == d(2 + E(w) + cosh2«()' E(w) == 1- v 2 - 4. 
(21) 
The spectrum of Lw is given by two discrete eigenvalues, 
Ao = E(w)+4, Al = E(w)+1 with associated normalized 
eigenfunctions 
f3 1 f3 sinh( () 
1Po«) = V "4cosh2«)' 1Pl«) = V2cosh2«)' (22) 
and a continuum Ak = E(w) - k2 , its respective eigen-
functions being 
.,p «) _ ;k( 3 tanh2 ( - 3ik tanh ( - (1 + k2 ) (23) 
k - e [211"( 1 + k2 )( 4 + P)]1/2 
As this functions form an orthonormal basis, we can di-
rectly write down an expression for the function .,p( () we 
are looking for 
1P «) = 'Yo(w)1Po«) + 'Yl(W)1Pl«) +100 dk 'Yk(W)1Pk«) 
w E(w) +4 E(w)+1 -00 E(w)-P' 
(24) 
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with 
'Yi(W) == 1: d( f(w,() t/;;«() (25) 
being the coefficients of the orthonormal decomposition 
of the source term few, () (asterisk stands for complex 
conjugation). This is the final result of the calculations 
for the first order approximation; what is left in principle 
is only algebra, namely, to compute the integrals in (25) 
and once that is done, the first correction is given by 
1 100 . (. ..j2wv ) tjJ(t,() = rn= dwe,wt exp -z..Jf=V2" t/;w«(). 
v21r -00 1 - v2 
(26) 
The point is that in our particular calculations we have 
the problem that, hidden in the function few, () through 
the sequence of changes 
3:"""( FT - def - def f(x, t) t----+ F(t, () t----+ F(w, () t----+ F(w, () t----+ r(w, (), 
(27) 
there is a stochastic process, fez, t) = e(t), and conse-
quently the calculation of the coefficients 'Yo, 'Y1, and 'YI: 
in an evident form seems impossible. In spite of this 
problem, we are going to show below that some useful 
information can still be obtained from the previous per-
turbative formalism. 
Ill. MODES CONTRIBUTIONS 
Let us rewrite Eq. (26) for the first-order correction to 
the unperturbed kink with time dependent parameters. 
Taking into account the three different contributions in 
t/;«() in (24), namely, the ones from the zero (transla-
tion or Goldstone) mode, the internal (localized) mode, 
and the continuum (radiation or phonon) modes, we can 
divide also the expression (26) for tjJ into three different 
contributions: 
(28) 
where we have defined 
.A,(O)(t ~) - __ 1_ ./. (~) 100 dw iwt exp[-i(V2wvj..Jf=V2")] 100 d~' ./. (~') F( ~') (?' ..j2wv ) (29) 
't' , .. - .j2; 't'0" -00 e E(w) + 4 -00 .. 't'0 .. w, .. exp z .. ..Jf=V2" ' 
tjJ(ph)(t,() = - !-:: 100 dkt/;I:«() 100 dweiwtexp[-i(~f~~F)] 100 d('t/;k«(')F(w,(')exp (i(' ~). 
v21r -00 -00 W -00 1 v 
(31) 
We will deal with these separate contributions term by term. On the first hand, we compute tjJ(O)(z, t). Substitution 
of F by its expression (18) and inversion of Fourier transforms yield 
tjJ(O)(t,() = _1 ;1rv2 t/;O«() { 1: ~~ 1: d(' 1: dt,eiwl't/;o«(') [F(t',(')R[tjJo«(')] - (vo,r - .j2(1v_ v2 ) tjJo,r() ] 
-i 1: :: 1: d(' 1: dt'eiwl' t/;o «(/)tjJO,r }, (32) 
w here we have put 
( ') ..j2v ( ') p,== t-t -..Jf=V2" (-( . (33) 
The integrals over w can be easily computed in the complex plane, and (32) becomes 
tjJ(O)(t,() = (1- v2 )t/;o«() 1: d(' 1: dt't/;o«(')()(p,) [p, (F(t',(')R[tjJO«(')] + .j2(1v_ v2 ) tjJO,r,' - vo,r) - tjJo,r] , 
(34) 
0(p,) being the Heaviside step function. From this equation it can be seen that, as the integrals have an upper limit 
given by t - ..j2v«( - (/)j..Jf=V2", which comes from ()(p,), tjJ(O) will indefinitely grow when t -+ 00, a secular term thus 
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arising. Then, we must request that this contribution vanishes; otherwise, our perturbation theory to compute small 
corrections would be totally unjustified (it would be necessary to restrict it to very small times). After calculating 
VO,r, t/JO,r, and t/JO,r(' and some straightforward algebra, it is not difficult to show that the following equations (the 
so-called adiabatic approximation) 
(35) 
ddZ = vet) - 2.v(t) [1 - v2 (t)] c: 100 d(~ (' FCt, (/)R[t/Jo«(/)] 
t -00 cosh (' (36) 
must be verified if the secular term is not to appear in our expansion. Here, we have returned from the slow variable 
T to t. Note that the equations of the adiabatic approximation can be obtained also as an orthogonality condition12,27 
for the absence of secular terms. 
We can now recall the precise form of our perturbation and particularize (35) and (36), to arrive at last to 
v'(t) = 0, (37) 
Z/(t) = vet) - ~v(t) [1- v2(t)] e(t). (38) 
Had we considered dissipation terms, we would have got ten 
v/(t) = -a,v(t), (39) 
the same equation in (38) still holding for z(t). It is now clear that these collective coordinate differential equations are 
a consequence of the translation mode contributions, and that their derivation through conserved quantities5 involves 
a neglecting of the role of the internal mode and the phonon continuum in the kink evolution when a noise term 
acts. Finally, together with the equations of the adiabatic approximation, formula (34) for the zero mode contribution 
becomes 
t/J(O)(t,O = (1- v2 )tI>o«() 1: d(/tI>O«(/) 1: dt'f}(~) 1: d(" F(tl,(")R[t/Jo«(I)][~A«(/,(";V) - B«(/,(";V)], (40) 
where. 
A(/"I /"11 ) $:(/"1 (") 3v2 ", (" - (' 3 ( 2)", 1 
.. , .. ; v = u .. - + 2,+,0,(/(1 cosh2 (" -"4 1 + V ,+,0,(' cosh2 (11' ( 41) 
and 
I 11 3vv'f"=V2 (" - (' 
B«(,( ;v) = 2V2 cosh2(1It/J0,(/. (42) 
If we now particularize for the case under consideration, it is not difficult to show that t/J(O) vanishes. This means 
that the adiabatic approximation takes into account all the perturbation effects related to the zero mode, and it is a 
consequence of the spatial homogeneity of the perturbation. This statement, together with Eqs. (37) and (38), leads 
us to the conclusion that changes of the kink shape, if any, are completely described by the first mode only (let us 
note that an analogous situation for the sine-Gordon system is well known:5 it can be proved that there is not any 
localized addendum to the perturbed solution because the only discrete eigenvalue is that of the zero mode). 
We next go on and compute the internal mode contribution. Calculations are essentially the same as in the previous 
case, and only simple complex plane integrations, a certain amount of algebra, and the use of Eqs. (35) and (36) are 
required to write down the following formula for the localized mode contribution: 
t/J(1)(t,()=(I-V2 )tI>l«() 1: d('tI>l«(/) I: dt'f}(~) I: d("F(t' ,(")R[t/Jo«(")] 
( sin(n~) ) x n A«(',(";v)-cos(n~)B«(/,(";v) (43) 
where n == V!(1 - v 2 ). This formula reduces to 
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,p(l)(t,() = ~ (1- V 2 ) sinh( 100 de' sinh(' foo dt' (J(JL)e(t') (2 (1- v 2 ) Sin~JL) tanh(' _ v~ COS(OJL») 
4 cosh2 (-00 cosh4 (' lo 2 
(44) 
when particularized to our problem €f(x, t)R[,p] = e(t)(,p - ,p3). With respect to the phonon contribution, it is given 
by 
,p(ph)(t,() = (1- v 2 ) 1: dk tPk«) 1: de'tP;«') 
x 1: dt' B(JL) 1: d(" F(t',(")R[,po«")] 
x (sin~kJL) A«',(" jv ) - COS(OkJL) B«',("jV») (45) 
with 
O~ == (k 2 : 4) (1 _ v2 ) (46) 
this time. Again, after particularization, (45) becomes 
,p(ph)(t, () = (1 - v 2 ) 1: dk tPk«) 1: d(' tP;«') 100 dt'(J(JL) e(t') 
IV. DISCUSSION 
As we have obtained rather evident expressions for 
the different mode contributions, we are now able to 
make some general remarks concerning the stochastic ,p4 
model. First of all, a simple and natural physical result 
is that all ,p(i)(t, () are linear functionals of the random 
field e(t), and subsequently their corresponding mean val-
ues are equal to zero, (,p(i)(t, (» = O. This is the reason 
why their statistics are completely determined by second-
order momenta. On the other hand, as it follows from 
the factor (1- v 2 ), which appears in front of all integrals 
in Eqs. (44) and (47), an ultrarelativistic kink with v'" 1 
is not essentially affected by noise. Note that this con-
clusion also arises from numerical simulations,31,32 where 
we observed that perturbation effects get weaker as we 
approached the maximum allowed speed. 
When all modes give an additive contribution [see 
Eq. (28)], we can consider them separately. The sta-
tistical properties of the kink velocity, as described by 
the adiabatic approximation in (38) are rather simple, 
and they have been discussed elsewhere.32 We now con-
centrate our attention on both the internal and phonon 
modesj moreover, to make our examination more easily 
understandable, we restrict ourselves to kinks at rest, i.e., 
we put v = 0 in all calculations in this section. 
A. Internal mode 
Let us compute the mean energy density of the internal 
mode. To this end we first rewrite Eq. (44) for our choice 
v = 0: 
(47) 
,p(l)(t, () = v'67f sinh2( t dt'e(t') sin[v'3/2(t-t')]. 64 cosh ( lo 
(48) 
From this equation it becomes evident that the internal 
mode does not affect the dynamics of the soliton center 
and it takes part only in the fluctuations of the kink 
width. If we recall Eq. (38), we can conclude that the 
soliton velocity is not affected by noise if its initial value 
is equal to zero. Again, this is in perfect agreement with 
simulations. 
The mean value of the energy density follows from 
Eq. (48) after direct averaging of the squares of both 
sides of it. This yields 
Thus, the energy of the internal mode grows with time 
according to the diffusion law, i.e., '" D t. In other 
words, an additional (we mean in comparison with a sine-
Gordon kink) internal degree of freedom undergoes the 
usual diffusion caused by a linear Gaussian random force. 
The function ,p(l)(t, () plays then the role of a coordi-
nate in this treatment. However, we have not observed 
any visible changing of the kink shape in our numerical 
studies31,32 for weak noises, the range to which perturba-
tive formalism applies. We believe that this fact can be 
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explained by the small numerical prefactor in Eq. (49), 
that makes the effective diffusion coefficient about one 
order of magnitude smaller than D. We also feel that 
the behavior here described repeats its main features for 
nonzero speed (but nonrelativistic) kinks, the main dif-
ference being the smaller strength of the perturbation 
effects due to the speed dependent factor. 
Here we have put 
r!±= kVT~ V2(1- v 2 ) 
A = _ (1- 2)3/2 3tanh2 (- 3iktanh( - (1 + k 2 ) 
± - v [211"(1 + k 2 )( 4 + k2)]1/2 
B. Radiation 
We now start the examination of the contributions 
from phonon modes by rewriting Eq. (47) in a more con-
venient (or more physical) fashion. To do that, we take 
into account the definitions (33) and (46), to present 
4»Cph)(t,() in the form of an expansion in linear plane 
waves: 
(50) 
(51) 
(52) 
X 100 d(/1/>Z«/) lOO dt' (J(II) ~(t') e"f'ifhCt'-..J2v(,'NI-v 2 ) (± fJ.. itanh(' + _v_) 
-00 10 V "3 2V2 
1 (53) 
cosh2 (I' 
Thus, the parameters J(± and r!± have the sense of wave 
vectors and frequencies of radiation, respectively. It is 
not difficult to verify that they satisfy the dispersion re-
lation 
(54) 
i.e., the dispersion relation of linear modes overimposed 
to a kink.7 The functions A±(k) play the role ofthe radi-
ation spectrum and describe the amplitude of linear noise 
generated in the system. 
Radiation (or phonon modes) gives the most essential 
contribution to the total solution in the region of the 
kink tails, far away from the center. That is why we now 
study A±(k) at 1(1 ~ 1. Taking in addition v = 0 as in 
Sec. IV A we can simplify the functions arriving at 
A±(k) = ±a(k) lt dt' ~(t') e"f'i ..j3j2t', (55) 
where the function 
(56) 
contains all the dependence of the spectrum on the pa-
rameter k. The mean phonon energy density follows eas-
ily; indeed, using Eq. (55) and using the noise statistics 
(2) we find that 
2 4 k2 (k4 +5k2 +4) 
<IA±I ) = "3 (1 + k2)2(4 + k2)2 D t. (57) 
I 
The k dependence of this energy density is depicted in 
Fig. 1. From this picture one can see that the greatest 
amount of radiation is generated with parameters 
kmax :::::: 1.425 (58) 
and directed towards both sides of the kink struc-
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FIG. 1. Mean spectral density of the radiation energy. 
The tails of the spectrum have a simple analytical form, 
<la(k)12) ex: k-2. (The values of maxima are given in the 
text.) 
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ture. These values correspond to linear waves having 
wavenumbers K+ = K_ = kmax /.../2 ~ 1.008 and fre-
quencies Q± = =FJ(k~ax + 4)/2 ~ 1.736. 
The curve in Fig. 1 is symmetrical; besides, it behaves 
as 4k2 in the neighborhood of k = 0 and as k- 2 as k -t 
±oo. Moreover, result (57) does not depend on sgn(, this 
meaning that the intensity of waves generated in both 
directions are the same. It is obvious that this fact results 
from the initial restriction to null velocity of the kink, and 
nonzero values of the velocity would lead to symmetry 
breaking. The corresponding laws can be obtained in 
the same way as for kinks at rest, involving only more 
complicated algebra to get rid of Eq. (53). 
As we have shown previously, we have obtained a 
diffusive growth of the mean energy [see (57)]. It 
has the following physical interpretation: the derivative 
d(IA± 12) / dt has the sense of a power density ofthe emit-
ted radiation. The potential fluctuations act on the kink 
continuously, i.e., phonons are being created steadily. 
Then formula (57) means that the power of this process 
of phonon generation does not depend on time. 
V. INTERACTION OF A KINK WITH AN 
UNPERTURBED-PERTURBED BOUNDARY 
As we have learned from simulations,32 when only 
a half of the space is under the effect of potential 
fluctuations, kink dynamics essentially differs from the 
case in which randomness extends to the whole spatial 
axis. Namely, a kink reaching an unperturbed-perturbed 
boundary is rapidly pinned at it if its initial velocity is 
small enough. In spite of the fact that the corresponding 
mathematical problem allows us to introduce a Fokker-
Planck equation for the probability density of the soli ton 
parameters in the adiabatic approximation, it seems to us 
impossible to calculate all the statistical characteristics 
in a useful form. So, we restrict ourselves to the demon-
stration of the following statement: the mean velocity of 
a kink scattered by a boundary between unperturbed and 
perturbed parts of the space decreases if its initial value 
is sufficiently small. Mathematically, this means that we 
now consider the problem (1) with 
(0 == 1 + B(x)e(t), (59) 
e(t) being once more a Gaussian white noise with statis-
tics given by Eqs. (2). Thus, in terms of Eq. (4), we have 
a new function f(x, t) == B(x)e(t), the boundary being lo-
cated at x = 0 without loss of generality. Inserting these 
functions into the equations of the adiabatic approxima-
tion (35) and (36) and computing the resulting integrals, 
we can write down the system governing the evolution of 
the soliton parameters: 
dv = _~ (1- v2?/2 e(t) av(z,v), (60) dt 8 
~: = v - ~ v (1 - v2 ) e(t) az(z, v), (61) 
with 
av(z,v) == ~ cosh-4 (J2/(; _ V2») , (62) 
az(z, v) == z 
(63) 
For the following discussion, it is much more convenient 
to change into new variables 
U==~, (==b; (64) 
then, az(z,v) = az«(), av(z,v) = av«(), and Eqs. (60) 
and (61) transform into 
du -dt = -e(t) av«(), (65) 
d( - u 
dt = u - e(t) 1 + u2A«(). (66) 
Here, 
(67) 
and e(t) == ~e(t) is a renormalized random function (cor-
respondingly, below we will write D = :4 D). 
Let us compute (d(/dt). In order to do it, we will recall 
a celebrated theorem by Novikov,35 (see also Ref. 36) that 
states 
(e(t)F[e]) = lt dt' (e(t)e(t') (~~~~D' (68) 
F[e] being any functional of the stochastic process e(t). 
With the help of this expression, we can direct average 
(65) and (66), obtaining 
I dU) = _ 4D I_u_ sinh«(/.../2) A«(») (69) 
\ dt .../2 \ 1 + u 2 cosh5«(/.../2) , 
(70) 
The pinning of a kink colliding with an unperturbed-
perturbed boundary takes place only if the initial kink 
speed is sufficiently small,32 and that is what we want 
to prove. On the other hand, we must have in mind 
that we are considering the problem in the framework 
of a perturbation theory, i.e., when D <t:: 1. In view of 
this, it is natural to look for the effects happening in the 
region of very small velocities v <t:: 1 [which corresponds 
to u <t:: 1, according to definition (64)] because these will 
be the ones affected by the weak noises to which our 
theory is restricted. More precisely, we will assume t~e 
dispersion of the velocity fluctuations to be of order D. 
Under this condition the expressions in angular brackets 
in (69) and (70) can be simplified by neglecting terms of 
order u 2 and higher, and in this way we are left with 
(~~) = -4 D ( u tanh (~) A«() av «()), (71) 
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(~;) = (u) + b (A«) av «)}, (72) 
where terms of order b 4 ,..., u2 b 2 have been omitted. 
In order to solve the system (71) and (72), we must 
find (u) and insert it into the equation for d«}/dt. The 
problem is that the unknown u appears in the right-hand 
side (rhs) of Eq. (71). To remove this difficulty, we again 
use the restriction u « 1 to linearize Eq. (66). This 
yields 
du -
u = Tt [1 + ~(t) A«)], (73) 
an expression for u that we can now insert into Eq. (71), 
and so, up to leading order, we have 
du - d ( ()) dt = -4 D dt F V2 ' (74) 
where 
1 6 2 3 
F(x) == - 4 + 35 tanhx - 35 tanh x 6cosh x 
13 sinh x 1 sinh x 
-105 cosh5 x - 21 cosh7 x· (75) 
Taking into account that 
Vo (u}(t = 0) = Uo = r;---:::'i:::::; Vo, 
V 1 - Vo 
(76) 
where 0 < Vo < 1 is the initial velocity of the kink di-
rected to the boundary, Eq. (74) can easily be integrated. 
If, for example, we assume in addition that the initial 
position of the kink cent er coinicides with the origin, the 
outcome can be expressed as 
(u) = Uo - ~ b - 4b (F (~) ). (77) 
Of course, now we are able to compute d < z> /dt from 
Eq. (72). From the definition of ( in Eq. (64), we have 
(78) 
Combining Eqs. (65), (72), (77), and (78), and apply-
ing again to this last one the Novikov theorem (68) to 
deal with the last item in its rhs, we arrive at the final 
expression, namely, 
(79) 
with 
4 1 24 8 3 
q,(x) == '3 cosh4 X - 35 tanh x + 35 tanh x 
122 sinh x 11 sinh x x 
+- +- - (80) 105 cosh5 x 21 cosh 7 x V2 cosh8 X • 
Let us analyze the function q,( x) in more detail (see 
plot in Fig. 2J. The asymptotic behaviors of it are 
q,(±oo) = =F~5; these values are approached exponen-
tially at x < -1 and x > 1, respectively. Note that 
q,(0) = ~ and q,1 (0) > 0, and hence max q,( x) == q,max is 
o 
L-L-L-~~~~~~~~ -1 
-2.5 0.0 2.5 
X 
FIG. 2. The function q>(x) appearing in Eq. (79). 
at x = X max > 0; numerically it can be computed that 
q,max :::::; 1.341 and X max :::::; 0.0526. We must now take into 
account two facts: first, as we have previously assumed, 
the dispersion of fluctuations of both vet) and z(t) are 
of order bt and second, a position z,$ 1 can be reached 
by the kink at times around t ,$ b- 1 , since Uo ,..., band 
Xo is taken to be zero (this is not a restriction because 
we can always redefine t taking as the origin of time for 
the moment at which the kink kernel just touches the 
boundary). From these two features and the form of the 
function q, it turns out by simple inspection that the av-
eraged value in the rhs of Eq.(79) must take a zero value 
at some time t ,$ b-1 if Uo ,$ b. When this happens, the 
kink gets pinned at the boundary or, more precisely, at 
the fluctuating region near the boundary, as we wanted 
to show. 
o 5 
t 
10 
FIG. 3. Qualitative plot of the derivative of the center 
position describing the kink pinning process. Averages are 
taken in Eq. (79) as explained in the text. 
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To put things in a more simple (though less rigorous) 
form, we can also think of computing the average of <P in 
the rhs of Eq. (79) with the help of an effective Gaussian 
distribution for ( (the probability distribution for ( must 
necessarily be Gaussian-like), say 
1 ( « - uot)2) Peff( () = 2.,fii exp - 4 2 ' 7rO"eff O"eff (81) 
with O"eff == Defft. We do not know O"eff exactly, but we 
know that it must verify O"eff ex: V, it must increase with 
time, and it must become of order unity at t '" V-I. 
With such a distribution, we have computed numerically 
the rhs of Eq. (79), and the result is shown in Fig. 3, 
where we have been put Uo = 0.1 and Deff = V = 2uo 
(these parameters have been chosen only for the sake of 
greater clarity of the plot and not for any special physical 
reason). It can be appreciated how the kink suffers a 
slowing down process that ends with its pinning inside 
the noisy zone but near the boundary. 
VI. LINEAR THEORY 
OF RADIATION EVOLUTION 
The last question we are going to solve in this work 
comes once more from numerics. We have observed32 
that kinks suffer an anomalous diffusion; to be precise, 
we can point out the following features: 
(1) Anomalous diffusion occurs at times t > D- I . 
With the words "anomalous diflhsion" we mean that the 
kink cent er dispersion is not linear with t anymore; in-
stead, it grows with tli, the exponent 6 being 1 < 6 < 2. 
(2) The effect becomes weaker as the kink velocity ap-
proaches unity. 
(3) Anomalous diffusion is accompanied by an expo-
nential growth of the total energy contained in the sys-
tem. 
(4) Energy growth disappears if dissipation is taken 
into account. 
As can be seen from Eqs. (35) and (36), together with 
the first mentioned characteristic, all these properties 
cannot be explained by means of an extrapolation of the 
adiabatic approximation for large times, and therefore 
we need another approach to understand the behavior of 
the stochastic </;4 model for not so small times. 
The most natural assumption in order to study these 
phenomena is that anomalous diffusion is caused by 
changes of the spectrum of waves propagating along the 
system, these changes resulting from the interaction of 
the noisy radiation generated by the kink with the fluctu-
ating potential. To verify this hypothesis, it is necessary 
to consider the evolution of linear waves in the system. 
As has been stated in Sec.lII, due to the influence of 
the perturbation, a kink generates linear modes, with 
group velocities different from its own one. This fact 
leads to the spatial separation of the kink and its ra-
diation. However, all the above described perturbative 
calculations hold only for small times; the exact thresh-
old for them to be valid depends on noise strength, that 
being of the order of (2D)-1/2. We are now trying to go a 
little further, and get a flavQr of the subsequent evolution 
of the radiation created at the early stages of the propa-
gation. To this end, let us come back to the continuum 
equation (1). As we want to describe small excitations 
of the system, we can linearize it around the kink. If 
we do so, and subsequently we look for usual plane wave 
solutions of the form </;(x, t) == </;(t)eiKx , where K can be 
understood as the wave vector of a phonon emitted by 
the kink and is one of both K± [see Eq. (51)], we arrive 
at 
~(t) + [02 + e(t)] </;(t) = 0, (82) 
dots meaning now derivatives with respect to time, and 
o being one ofthose in Eq. (54). As usual, we can rewrite 
Eq. (82) as two ordinary first-order equations, 
~(t) = vet), 
vet) = -02</;(t) - e(t)</>(t). 
(83) 
(84) 
From these two equations we can go on obtaining the 
statistical properties of the amplitudes </;(t) and vet). 
The system (83) and (84) is well known in statistical 
radiophysics,36 and we believe that it is not necessary to 
explain in detail the calculations related to it but only to 
write down the most important intermediate steps. The 
main feature of the random differential equation (82) is 
the stochastic parametrical resonance. To deal with it, 
we now calculate the first two momenta of the stochastic 
processes </>(t) and vet). By means of the Novikov the-
orem (68) (see analogous calculations in Sec.V), we can 
carry out the direct averaging of Eqs. (83) and (84), that 
yields 
(~) = (v), 
(v) = -02 (</». 
(85) 
(86) 
So, noise does not play any part at all in the evolution of 
the mean value of the radiation amplitude that happens 
to behave periodically, 
(</>)(t) = </>+ eint + </>_e- int . (87) 
The amplitudes </>± must be determined from initial con-
ditions, but we are not going to specify them now. 
The lowest moment a of the radiation amplitude in 
which noise effects do appear are the second ones. The 
corresponding equations are 
d~2) = 2(</>v), 
d~2) = -2 0 2 (</;v) + 2D(</>2), 
d(</>v) = (v2) _ 0 2 (</>2). 
dt 
(88) 
(89) 
(90) 
As is usual, we look for a solution in the form of a function 
proportional to exp(At), where A is a constant. By so 
doing, the following secular equation arises from (88), 
(89), and (90) for the allowed values of A: 
A3 + 4A02 - 4D = O. (91) 
All the roots of this equation can be found analytically. 
We are interested only on those having positive real parts. 
Taking into account that the largest positive A plays the 
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role of an increment time related to the growth of the 
energy contained in the linear modes, we solve for this 
value and arrive at 
where 
16 
a == 2706 +D. (93) 
In particular, for high frequency phonons, this relation-
ship goes asymptotically as 
(94) 
Thus, due to the stochastic parametrical resonance, the 
spectrum of linear noise initially generated by the pres-
ence of a kink in the system enriches itself in time with 
waves of long wavelength (low frequencies) much more 
effectively than with high frequency linear waves. This 
property allows us to give an explanation of all the items 
listed above concerning the anomalous diffusion of a kink. 
Indeed, a kink produces radiation during its evolution 
in a medium with fluctuating parameters. This radiation 
goes outwards from the soli ton because of the different 
group velocities, and correspondingly it consists of linear 
excitations of the system. As follows from Eq. (50), the 
power of the generation process is proportional to the 
factor (1 - v 2 ), and subsequently it vanishes as v -+ l. 
Since its creation, the so generated linear waves para-
metrically excite themselves due to the interaction with 
the fluctuating potential [see Eqs. (88), (89), and (90)]; 
this happens to be important after an effective time of 
order A, that goes to infinity when D -+ O. This means 
that at the moment t '" D-1 the fluctuating potential 
interacts effectively not only with the kink but also with 
linear noise generated by the kink itself. However, the 
spectrum of this stochastic radiation is not constant, as 
it would be if it were formed by white noise. Instead, it 
decreases as 0 -+ 00. Moreover, in view of Eq. (94), it 
has a power law character [one can expand exp(At) in a 
power series if n ~ y'D/A]. Phenomenologically we can 
describe the influence of this linear noise by forgetting 
the radiation and substituting it by an effective additive 
noise in the stochastic .p4 model, which leads to fluctua-
tions in vet) (according to the adiabatic approximation) 
and as a consequence to the non-Brownian diffusion of 
the kink. 
Thus, collecting all our findings, we have the following 
qualitative treatment for the above mentioned properties; 
(1) The amplitude ofthe generated linear noise is much 
less than the stochastic part of the potential at times t < 
D-l. It becomes essential as t approaches and exceeds 
D-l. 
(2) This amplitude is proportional to a factor (1- v 2 ), 
and goes to zero for ultrarelativistic solitons. 
(3) The numerically discovered exponential growth of 
the energy is a feature coming from the stochastical para-
metrical resonance. . 
The same kind of arguments can be used to consider 
the effects of the introduction of a dissipative term in 
the system. In fact, as is well known, dissipation leads to 
the appearance of a threshold for the parametrical reso-
nance to take place36 (this can be ensured by repeating 
the previous calculations taking the dissipative part into 
account), given by36 
(95) 
a now being the dissipative coefficient. Substituting in 
(95) the values a = 0.1 and D = 0.05, one standard 
numerical choice, we conclude that only waves of low 
frequency, with 0 2 < 0.5 are unstable, while the rest of 
the linear spectrum does not undergo any parametrical 
pump at all. This might provide a qualitative treatment 
of item (4) mentioned at the beginning of this section. 
To conclude this section, let us remark that, strictly 
speaking, we should have included nonlinearity in the 
preceding discussion because it becomes more and more 
important as energy increases. Actually, nonlinearity can 
inhibit or limit this growth of energy;37 even more, non-
linearity leads to a change in the exponent of the power 
law dependence of the noise spectrum as well. Unfortu-
nately, this kind of description of the complete nonlinear 
problem cannot be done in the framework of our method. 
VII. CONCLUSION 
In this last section, we summarize the results obtained 
in this work and describe what kink dynamics is in the 
stochastic .p4 model, as it appears to be from our ana-
lytical approach valid for weak perturbations (i.e., for 
noises that are sufficiently weak or act during small 
enough time). This model is not exactly integrable even 
if the fluctuating part of the nonlinear potential is ab-
sent. So, it is not possible to apply a general perturba-
tive machinery5 that extends to multisoliton solutions; 
however, such a theory can be constructed for the dy-
namics of a perturbed kink because of the remarkable 
fact that the linear problem corresponding to the bound 
state associated with a kink (nonzero vacuum) can be 
solved exactly. The necessary condition for this to hold is 
the smallness of the intensity of the fluctuations. In the 
particular case of the stochastic .p4 model without dis-
sipation, the perturbative theory allows us to conclude 
that fluctuations result in a Brownian diffusion of the 
kink at times t < D- 1 . Only one of the parameters ini-
tially defining the kink is affected by noise, namely, its 
center position. The main feature of the perturbed .p4 
kink consists of the excitation of the internal mode by 
the stochastic term. This mode does not affect the kink 
speed; it is localized near the kink kernel, and describes 
fluctuations of its shape. The energy ofthe internal mode 
grows with time according a diffusive, square root law. 
Besides, potential fluctuations result in a continuous gen-
eration of linear modes, i.e., linear noise. This process 
takes place at a constant ratio, and waves' evolution can 
be satisfactorily described by their corresponding linear 
equation. Noise effects are most intensive on slow kinks; 
all corrections to the unperturbed kink become vanish-
ingly small in the relativistic case, that is, as soliton speed 
goes to unity. Kink dynamics changes if the fluctuating 
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part of the potential occupies only one half of the space. 
Its behavior essentially depends on the value of the ini-
tial velocity: if its initial speed is sufficiently small, the 
kink gets pinned beyond, but very near, the boundary. 
We have been able to show that it is possible to account 
for this phenomenon within the framework of our pertur-
bative calculations as well, computing the derivative of 
the mean center position and seeing that it goes to zero 
if the initial speed is small enough. 
The way the stochastic tjJ4 model behaves changes dra-
matically as we allow the perturbation to act further than 
small times. When t reaches values around n-1 , we are 
no longer allowed to consider the problem by means of a 
perturbative theory because radiation is not only being 
generated by the propagating soliton but is also being 
pumped directly by the fluctuating potential. The kink 
then undergoes a fractal Brownian motion,38 and an ex-
ponential growth of the energy contained in the chain 
is observed. It is very likely that this is related to a 
new phenomenon taking place in the system, namely, the 
stochastic parametrical resonance in the long time evo-
lution of the linear modes, i.e., the phonons emitted by 
the kink. It is important to stress that this is a specific 
feature of the system under consideration, whose linear 
version is an oscillator with fluctuating frequency. Such 
a treatment leads us to conclude that the numerically 
detected exponential behavior of the system energy, is 
due to the increasing of the energetic content of linear 
modes rather than that of the kink itself. Note that this 
effect cannot be explained by the linear increasing of the 
energy of the internal mode. Dissipation also enters this 
scheme very well. Thus, it explains the existence of a 
threshold in the process of fractal Brownian motion and 
energy increasing. At small times, t < n- 1 , the action of 
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